Recycled Racing
by i Entertainment

Not every team building
experience needs to be
a high impact, grueling
experience. We don’t always
need you to hit your target
heart rate. Team building can
be a low impact experience
where important things like
communication, problem
solving, and the creative
process can be explored
without sweat. Sometimes,
you just don’t want to sweat.
Our low impact programs do
a very good job and keeping
sweat out of the conversation
with skills exploration being
in the conversation. And
that conversation can be
customizable, so be sure to
ask an i Entertainment Event
Specialist how we can build
our programs to fit your group’s
needs.
Drivers to your cars! Pit crews
at the ready! The hopes and
dreams that fuel this high
powered machine are now on
the line. You have a need for
speed. Speed that can only be
provided through gravity! Let
us explain. You and your team
design a high performance
race car. Calibrating the
wheel alignment, checking
the chassis, and making the
appropriate calibrations to win
your race is job number one
after you build the car. But only
amateurs rely on metal and
rubber to build their machines.
You are a professional. You
can make a high performance
vehicle out of anything. So to
prove that, we’re providing milk
cartons, plastic water bottles,
and other recyclable materials
to build pinewood derby-esque
cars down our multi-lane track.

Teams are judged not only on
the success of their car while
racing against other cars. Teams
are also judged on the creativity
and design of their cars and the
creation of their winners circle.
It’s a high octane experience
without physical effort. Let the
cars do the heavy lifting, the
guests will have fun without
the sweat. It’s one of the
most unique team building
experiences you’ll ever have
and your guests will leave
thanking you for a memorable
experience. Then you can thank
us for making it so simple and
turn key.
Physical Impact: Low

Program Guest Minimum:
20 Guests

Team Size Recommendation:
3 to 7 Guests Per Team

Room Size:
20’ x 20’ foot print per team along
with a standard 6’ table to work on
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